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• Network of networks – the Internet AS graph
• Each network is an Autonomous System (AS)

• ~33,000 ASs in the Internet 

• Each network owns one or more address ranges, identified by prefix

• Inter-domain routing via BGP
• Each AS advertises its own network prefixes, and those of it’s customers

• ~350,000 prefixes advertised

• Path vector routing, longest prefix, 
shortest path

• Policy via path inflation, selective 
advertisement, de-aggregation



• Growth of routing table
• Natural growth

• Due to multi-homing

• Due to traffic engineering

• Increased rate of change

• Concerns about long-term scalability
• Exponential growth in routing updates [Huston]

• Super-linear growth in routing tables sizes
• Somewhat reduced in the past 18 months (recession?)

• De-aggregation due to IPv4 exhaustion likely to cause increased rate of growth

Limitations of BGP
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[Huston]



Compact Routing

• Key goal: routing tables with sub-linear scaling
• Sub-linear growth in routing table size w.r.t. AS graph size

• Cost: give up on shortest path routing – but stretch provably ≤ 3

• Algorithms only, not concrete routing protocols
• Currently only defined for static graphs

• Doesn’t account for routing policy

• Will require fundamental changes to the Internet architecture to deploy

• Promising initial results
• Average stretch ~1.1 on Internet-like synthetic graphs [Krioukov, Infocom 2004]

• Linear growth in routing updates [claffy, ACM CCR 37(3), 2007]
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The Thorup-Zwick (TZ) Algorithm
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[Thorup & Zwick, SPAA’01]

For the duration of this section, unless otherwise stated, n is the number of nodes in
the network or graph. Stretch remains as defined in Section 2.2 – a multiplicative
factor representing the length of the path travel divided by shortest possible path.
Stretch-3 indicates a path three times larger than the shortest possible path. A
compact routing scheme is said to be universal, if it can provide routing on any
graph type (for example, grid, tree, power-law).

Cowen [13] was responsible for the first universal stretch-3 compact routing scheme.
The routing scheme utilises the concept of global landmarks and local neighbour-
hoods. Routing is performed by routing a packet to the nearest landmark to
the destination and then onwards via the local neighbourhood to the destination.
This idea is analogous to the postal system. Figure 3.2 shows a node, u, sending
a packet to another node, v, in a di!erent neighbourhood by sending it via the
local landmark, L(v). The routing table of a node is constructed by maintaining
next hop information for its neighbours and the global landmarks, this is all the
information required as routing state. A nodes neighbourhood is defined as the k
closest nodes to that node (where k is an arbitrary positive integer). Landmark
set selection is determined using a greedy approximation to dominating set con-
struction, in such a way to facilitate routing table sizes not exceeding O(n2/3) (i.e.,
number of landmarks + a nodes neighbourhood size ! O(n2/3)). Cowen notes that
it should be possible to create a stretch-3 compact routing scheme with routing
tables of O(n1/2) size, and presents this as an open problem to the community.

Figure 3.2: Compact routing example

Thorup and Zwick [39] addressed this open problem by producing a universal com-
pact routing scheme with worst-case O(n1/2) sized routing tables. This reduction
in routing table state is achieved by changing the landmark selection scheme to
an iterative process that randomly selects nodes as landmarks. Initially nodes are
randomly selected from the whole graph, but in subsequent iterations only nodes
whose neighbourhood (cluster in Thorup-Zwick terminology) exceeds a specified
threshold are candidates for selection. A nodes neighbourhood is no longer its k
nearest nodes, it is instead, any node that the distance between that node and
its landmark is larger than the distance to this node. The landmark selection
algorithm ensures, due to the neighbourhood threshold size, that routing tables
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• Landmark-based

• Random initial landmark set
• Each has a neighbourhood of nodes 

closer to it, than it is to it’s landmark

• Iteratively balance neighbourhood 
sizes, creating new landmarks in 
large neighbourhoods

• Route via landmarks
• Packet headers contain destination 

and landmark addresses

• Route towards landmark if outside 
destination neighbourhood, else 
route directly to destination

• Name-dependent

• Small routing tables require a 
specific naming scheme
• Cannot use AS-numbers or IP 

addresses for routing

• Routing table scales as O(n1/2)
• Nodes store landmark set and 

addresses of neighbourhood nodes

[Mooney]
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Figure 6.1: A 9 node graph showing BC concepts

heavy children and an enumeration of those heavy children encapsulated into one
array (Hv); and finally, a list of ports to the heavy children contained in another
array (Pv). The correspondence between the heavy children array and the port
array is such that H[1] and P[1] give the name and port number of the same heavy
child, H[2] and P[2] are the same, and so forth; while H[0] contains the number of
heavy children, and P[0] is the port information to reach this nodes parent.

A packets header in this scheme is the destinations label (v), and the port infor-
mation to be used at each node that needs to forward this packet to a light child
(the array, Lv). Should a node, when making a routing decision require to pass to
a light child, the node will use its light level (lv) as an index into the array of port
information contained in the packet header. This will result in the forwarding
port information being acquired.

The routing process in its entirety is described as pseudo-code in Listing 6.1.

From the process listed, it is clear to see that a nodes routing decision is clearly
independent of the size of the network, resulting in a constant time forwarding
algorithm.

6.1.3 Proximity-preserving labels

The Peleg proximity-preserving labeling scheme [33] is a processing step that pro-
duces labels for nodes in a tree, such that the node can be identified uniquely,
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The Brady-Cowen (BC) Algorithm

• Build forest of spanning trees
• First routed at highest-degree node

• d-core is all nodes within d/2 hops of 
highest degree node; d-fringe is the 
remainder

• Build additional spanning trees to cover 
connected components in the d-fringe

• Re-label nodes in trees
• Algorithms due to Thorup-Zwick & Peleg

• Efficient routing in trees with small labels

• Routing
• Choose appropriate spanning tree

• Routing in the tree based on node labels
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[Brady & Cowen, ALENEX’06]

[Mooney]

Routing table scales as O(log2 n)

Choice of d critical
for performance



Performance Evaluation

• Evaluate stretch and routing table size of TZ and 
BC algorithms on snapshots of Internet AS graph
• (Path stretch simulations for BC algorithm for future work)

• Use BGP routing table data from CAIDA and RouteViews

• Annual snapshots from March 1998 to March 2009

• Determine whether results from synthetic graphs 
are repeated on the real-world Internet topology
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Path Stretch Distribution – TZ
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Figure 9.1: Average path stretch over time for the Thorup-Zwick compact routing
scheme

9.1.3 Popular Tra!c

This experiment was never performed. Unfortunately time constraints did not
allow enough time for the popular tra!c files to be processed by the simulator.
This experiment is deferred for future work.

9.1.4 Thorup-Zwick over time

The utilisation of the snapshots between the years 1998 to 2009 allowed for us to
observe how the Thorup-Zwick compact routing scheme reacts to larger graphs in
terms of stretch and routing table size. The use of the snapshots over a period of
twelve years also allows for us to see how compact routing may react in the future.

Figure 9.1 demonstrates the mean stretch values of the Thorup-Zwick compact
routing scheme over time. It is clear to see that although the value fluctuates,
the scheme provides stretch of approximately 1.09 consistently over the years.
This is achieve while maintaining slowly growing routing tables, as previously
mentioned the routing table over the twelve year period has increase by 100 entries.
This shows that the Thorup-Zwick compact routing scheme has great scalability
properties, while exhibiting very low stretch.
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(b) Stretch 3 original path comparison
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(c) Stretch 2 original path comparison
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Figure 9.13: TZ results on the March 2009 snapshot
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Mean path stretch over time Sample path stretch distribution (log y-axis)

[Mooney]

• Measure stretch from each node to 1% of the other nodes, randomly chosen 
(measure both forward and reverse path stretch)

• Average stretch slightly better than Krioukov’s results on Internet-like graphs; 
Remarkably stable average stretch and stretch distribution over time – the 
Internet appears to be a near-ideal network for TZ compact routing



Path Stretch Distribution – TZ
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[Mooney]

• Majority of paths are 
low-stretch in forward 
and reverse direction

• High degrees of path 
asymmetry exist, but 
are uncommon
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Routing Table Size – TZ
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[Mooney]

• Per-node routing table 
size depends on node 
location

• Average size of routing 
table: 140 entries

• Worst case: 476 entries
Sample routing table size distribution
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Evolution of Routing Table Size
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[Mooney]

On 2009 snapshot:
TZ = 1.50% of BGP
BC = 0.02% of BGP

Compact routing shows significantly better
scaling properties than BGP, coupled with 
much smaller routing tables
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Evolution of Routing Table Size
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[Mooney]

On 2009 snapshot:
TZ = 1.50% of BGP
BC = 0.02% of BGP
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Discussion

• Evaluation of compact routing on snapshots of the 
Internet AS graph shows excellent scaling
• Results for average path stretch and path stretch distribution for TZ on 

synthetic power-law graphs are confirmed for the Internet AS graph

• Routing tables sizes are extremely compact, and grow slowly

• But, neither algorithm is developed into a realistic 
protocol
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Future Directions

• Complexity of BC algorithm seems unjustified
• Spanning tree and labelling algorithms computationally expensive

• Compared to TZ algorithm, reduction in routing table size not significant

• Can the TZ algorithm be developed into a robust 
protocol?
• Topology awareness in choice of landmarks

• Support for dynamic networks

• Support for policy routing
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Improving TZ: Topology Aware Landmarks

• TZ landmark selection algorithm is naïve
• Random initial landmark set, iterated to balance neighbourhood sizes, 

can lead to poorly placed, ill-connected, nodes becoming landmarks

• New landmark selection: k-shell decomposition
• Decompose using the k-shells algorithm

• The nucleus comprises well-connected core networks

• A few dozen nodes, relatively stable over time

• Reasonable correlation with “tier-1” ASes and other core networks

• Initial results indicate that nodes in k-shells nucleus are compatible with 
TZ landmark selection constraints

• Experiments ongoing:

• Don’t expect significant change in stretch distribution

• Do expect landmarks to be more robust and better connected
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[Carmi, PNAS, 104(27)]

Recursively remove degree 1 nodes → 1-shell; then 
degree 2 nodes → 2-shell; until all nodes assigned; 
highest degree shell is the nucleus

[Strowes]



Conclusions

• Compact routing algorithms show promise for a 
clean-slate Internet routing architecture
• First comprehensive evaluation of these algorithms on snapshots of the 

Internet AS-graph topology

• Much work remains to be done to develop the 
algorithms into robust protocols
• k-shells decomposition promising for topologically meaningful landmarks, 

leading to more robust routing

• Longer term challenges to handle dynamic networks and routing policy
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